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Learn SEO for USD 50 Lifetime Membership – is the catch line for this 
New SEO Training Video Series, which has over 3.5 hours of SEO 
training - from Keyword Discovery, Optimization, Content Strategies, 
Link Building Strategies, to Traffic Generation Strategies. Most of all, it 
will teach you how to make money online. 

The SEO Training Video Series has been launched by SEO Expert, Nevil 
Darukhanawala who is the CEO of “SEO Expert India”, a SEO 
Consulting Company managing clients from USA, Canada, Dominican 
Republic, Belgium, India, Dubai and Australia. 

Nevil Darukhanawala also runs SEO Training Workshops in Mumbai, 
India in partnership with OCI (Open Computing Institute). “The idea 
was to take The SEO strategies I teach at these 6-day workshops and 
attempt to share the knowledge taught in these workshops with the 
rest of the world at an affordable rate of USD 50 for a lifetime 
membership” says Nevil Darukhanawala. 

The Seo Training Video Series contains 15 videos of 15 to 20 minutes 
each, which cover step by step fundamental SEO/ SMM principles, 
advanced strategies and techniques for achieving higher rankings for 
any keyword/ any website. 

“The strategies taught in these videos are the same that I apply for my 
website and for my clients from across the globe. These are the same 



strategies that helped me rank in Google – Position # 1 for keyword 
“seo expert mumbai”, Position # 4 for keyword “seo expert india”, and 
Position # 26 for the keyword “seo expert” which is a global keyword 
with very high competition from SEO experts around the world”, says 
Nevil Darukhanawala. 

The SEO Training has been specially developed for online 
businessmen, b-school students and professionals in the fields of 
advertising, business development, marketing, web development, web 
design, content, webmasters and SEO enthusiasts. 

The SEO Video Training will help you gain genuine top SEO placement 
skills within the shortest period of time. After watching the SEO videos 
you will be able to cultivate a healthy buzz and improve visibility of 
any brand, product or service. 

So stop wasting time chasing algorithms and discover and experience 
a different "Value & Strategy" based approach to SEO and SMM skill-
building. 

Contact Details: Nevil Darukhanawala, CEO 
SEO Expert India  
51 Delta Apartments, MM Chhotani Marg 
Mahim W, Mumbai 400016, India 
Email: nevilrohinton@gmail.com 
http://www.seo-optimization-experts.com/seo-training-videos.html 
Phone: 91229967779360 (Mobile) 
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